




Table 1: Specifications of a typical 300
mm wafer used in fabrication. The
specifications include the dimensions,
orientation, resistivity, and oxygen and
carbon impurity content.



Figure 1: Schematic of the submerged arc
electrode process. SiO2 is mixed with coke
and heated. It first forms SiC, which further
reacts with the remaining SiO2 forming
silicon. The temperature is maintained above
the melting point of silicon so that the molten
semiconductor is removed from
the bottom.

Table 2: Impurities in MGS, after
the submerged arc electrode
process.

Coke is a solid fuel made by heating coal in the absence of air so
that the volatile components are driven off

Figure 1: Schematic of the submerged arc
electrode process. SiO2 is mixed with coke
and heated. It first forms SiC, which further
reacts with the remaining SiO2 forming
silicon. The temperature is maintained above
the melting point of silicon so that the molten
semiconductor is removed from
the bottom.





Figure 2: Schematic of
the process to purify
MGS to obtain EGS.
The process involves
conversion of silicon to
trichlorosilane gas,
which is purified, and
then reduced to obtain
silicon.

Figure 3: The Seimens deposition reactor
where the purified Si is condensed.
This is the electronic grade Si, same purity
level as Si wafers, but polycrystalline.



Table 3: Impurities in EGS, after
purification from MGS. Compared to table
2, the concentration levels of the metals
have dropped to ppb levels.



Bulk Crystal Growth
To get effective Semiconductor devices and integrating circuits, the semiconductor
must be highly pure (less that 1 ppm) single crustal
■ A) To obtain highly pure semiconductor like Si for instance

sand

Very high temperature arc
furnace

 Polycrystalline Polycrystalline

MGS is refined more by reacting Si with dry HCl

EGS is (1) highly pure for electronic applications
(2) polycrystalline



■ Growth of single crystal: in this step we convert EGS to single crystal Si ingot.
This can be done by the

Single crystal Si manufacture

Heat to Si
melting point
1412 ºC



The Diamond Lattice
■ CZ growth method: a seed crystal is lowered into molten Si then raised slowly
wile being rotating slowly  Crystal grow onto the seed.
Rotating allow homogeneous solidification by averaging temperature



Bulk Crystal Growth



Si Wafer production

Bulk Crystal Growth



Figure 7: Flats for the different wafer types and orientations. All orientations
and doping types have a primary flat, while there are different secondary flats
for different types (a) p(111) (b) n(111) (c) p(100) and (d) n(100).


